Board of Control Selects
€dttbrs for Next Term
Reimer, Pirrong to be
Managing Editor, Asst.
Business Manager
Doug Reimer will serve for the
Coming term as acting managing
editor of the Lawrentian and Glenn
Pirrong will assist the business
manager. Their appointments are
being announced today by the Lawnentian Board of Control.
Department heads were also sel
ected this week. They are: sports
Co-editors, Don Carlson and Don
Lemke;- headline editor, Paul Rendenbach; circulation manager, Car
ol Code.
They are replacing retiring edit
ors Bill Cerny, sports; Carol Kruse,
headlines and Jane Glosser, circu
lation.
Mary Ann Starks was re-appoint
ed feature editor and Jill Moore
and Joe Schroeder will continue as
Greek co-editors.

Seven new members will be
admitted to the editorial board
ibis afternoon at 4:3d. They are
John Tatge, Ted Hill. Elmer Pfefferkorn, Ralph Tippet, Peggy

H&e ^¿uwettuatt

lin k, Margaret Hoyer and Leon VOL 71, NO. 24
ard 8mith.
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Applications for the position of
copy editor are still being accept
ed and may be addressed to Lynn
Casper, editor, Lawrentian office.
All
appointments
are
made
through the Lawrentian Board of
Control, consisting of Miss Anne
P. Jones, Mr. Harland S. Kirk,
Mr. Marshall Hulbert, Miss Mary
Kay, business manager, and Miss
Lynn Casper, editor.

Select Crews
For 'Taming
Of the Shrew'
Everts, Wiisie,
Boya, Sawtell,
Joerns Head Crews

Backstage crews which will be
responsible for the technical aspects
oi the forthcoming “Taming of the
Shrew,” an arena style play to be
performed April 24, 25 and 26, and
May 1, 2 and 3, are being announced
this week by production director
Recently-elected SEC officers attended their first Student government meeting in official
F. Theodore Cloak. The play, di capacity this week. Lynn Casper, left, treasurer, goes over a point in the budget with Don
rected by Mr. John Ford Sollers, Matheson, vice-president. Carolyn Sue Peterson, secretory appointed by Dick Olson, pres«
will be presented in Viking hall at ident, jots down the minutes as Olson calls for discussion from the floor.
To Teach Ancient,
the Memorial union.
Medieval History
Dick Boya will head the light
Next September
crew cohsisting of Carolyn Silver.
Judy Pierce, Emmy Bunks, Tom
The appointment of William -A.
Ohaney as assistant professor of Kruoger, Barbara Bear and Peggy
history was approved recently by Johnson. Barbara Everts will super
executive committee.
vise the collection and distribution
Chaney’s duties teaching ancient of stage properties. Shirley Eilrich,
end medieval history will begin
Joan Olson, Vicki Thomas. Jane
next September.
At present he is a member'of the Glosser. Joan Freeman. Len NewenSociety of Fellows at Harvard un i dorp, Sally Teas, Betty Beyer, Arversity, a study post given to only lyn Wapp, and Sally Kelly will
the outstanding young \men in assist her.
America who give promise of cre- Barbara Zierke will work as cos
ative ability and productive schol tumes supervisor and Mary Wiisie Captain James Taplin of the AF Recently three Lawrence faculty
arship. He completed his work for will head the crew made up of Bar ROTC office staff will leave the members received Ford Faculty schools of the Midwest conference
ttte Ph. D. at the University of Cali bara Brunswick, Alice Stevens, Ken campus April 20, for a seven week Fellowships and a fourth was including Lawrence, are allowed
fornia. Berkeley, in 1949, but be Anderson, Jean Lorenz, Jane Gerot, training period at Maxwell A i r
awarded a Faculty Study Fellow three applicants. In the first two
cause the Harvard appointment is Gretchen Olson, Ray Goller, and Force Base.
Max
Richter.
Makeup
will
be
under
years of this program, five Law
limited to those who have not yet
The purpose of this training be ship by the American Council of
secured the Ph. D., the awarding the direction of Sue Sawtell. assis ing to indoctrinate all AF ROTC Learned Societies. Dr. William G il rence faculty members have reof the degree has been postponed ted by Sally Rideout. Arden White, instructors in the latest methods of bert, professor of Physics, Mr. cieved fellowships. This outstand
until this June. He has been a ju n  Jackie King, Lois Tomapo, Ingrid teaching and there by raise the
ing record, said President Pusey,
ior fellow at Harvard for two Metzler, Artha Gruhl, Shirley Lewis caliber of instruction in the ROTC Charles Brooks, associate profes
and Carolyn Maier.
sor of art and architecture, and is an indication of the high quality
/ears.
units.
His thesis was written on “Ang Delphine Joerns heads the sound Captain Taplin will return short Mr. Warren Beck, professor of of the Lawrence faculty, and some
department. She will work with
thing of which we may be very
lo-Saxon Kings and Kingship as
school English, were granted the Ford proud.
Anne Fetherston. Venita Anderson, ly before the end of the
l x p o n e n t s of Ecclesiastical
Ann Wallner, Carvel Clapp, Tom year. During his absence the re award. Professor Craig R. Thomp In order to apply for this fel
thought.” In 1948 Chaney visited
Jones, Marty Manderson agd Ann maining staff will assume his du son of the English department has lowship, the applicant must submit
e*ntral Europe, and he will be Martin.
been honored by the ACLS.
ties.
an essay on his planned use of the
tltere again this summer for addiThe Lawrence Ford Fellows are fellowship and an intellectual auto
ftonal research. Five of his articles
among the 221 recipients represent biography. Along with these he must
have been submitted to professional
ing 160 colleges chosen from a
send a record of his post graduate
ieurnals.
total of 1,158 applicants. The ACLS
and teaching work with comments
Chaney was a teaching fellow at
fellowship to Dr. Thompson is one
from his post graduate professors
ffrtifornia for seven semesters, and
of those given to a small number
won a traveling fellowship from
of college and university teachers
(Turn to page 7)
that institution.
to allow them leisure for studying
Faculty and students of the Eng His remaining time will be de subjects which interest them and
lish department are scratching voted to a study of the Lawrence which will benefit them as teachers
curriculum, especially in English,
their heads over schedule changes and teaching methods. He will base and scholars, but which are not
their professional specialties.
for next year. They met recently his work here on experience gain
The Ford grants are part of the
Friday It
At next Monday's SEC meeting to learn what provisions will be ed through his fellowship research program of the Fund for the Ad 4:30 Fac. mtg. Art center
on
the
curricula
on
colleges
and
Aftlegates will be chosen to attend made to keep the department in
vancement of Education which is 7:00 Gym Ja m — Alexander gym
the sixth Midwest Student Govern full swing in spite of Professor universities throughout the nation. a division of the Ford Foundation.
Saturday 19
A visiting professor will take The awards are a continuation
ment conference May 2 and 3 at Warren Beck's being absent on
Choir ib Milwaukee
over
Mr.
Beck's
work
in
English,
teave
for
the
year.
Professor
Oerleton college, Northfield, M in
of the program started last year.
Sunday 2C
nesota.
Craig R. Thompson’s second sem 21, 22; 63; and 115, 11«. No ap “The Faculty Fellowship Program 1:30, 3:30, 6:30, 8:30, Film Classic
Two important items to be con* ester leave of absence and Profes pointment has been made as yet, is based,” said Mr. Clarence H. 5:30 SCA supper — Presbyterian
fide red are the future status of sor Howard Troyer’s half-time but It is expected that some well- Faust, President of the Fund for church
known writer and teacher will be the Advancement of Education,” on 7:00 SCA vespers
Beloit in the conference and the schedule.
Mr. Beck, who has been award named to fill the post.
Status of St. Olaf college in the
the belief that a year devoted to 7:30 SCA party
English 113-114, tutorial studies study, research, observation or ex
•Indent
government
conference ed a Ford Foundation Fellowship,
Monday 21
Bow that that school has been will use the year for study and in Nineteenth Century literature, periment will renew and enrich the 7:00 Greeks
made a member of the athletic the writing of critical works. Mr. will not be offered in 1952-53. It is intellectual lives of the recipients
Tuesday t&
Thompson will teach a full sche not certain whether English 117- of the awards and help them to 12:45 LWA — union
Conference.
118,
tutorial
studies
in
Medieval
Three official delegates and ad dule the first semester, but will
become better teachers of under 7:00 Modern Dance — C a m p u s
ditional non-voting delegates may be absent the second period to literature, will be offered next graduates.”
gym.
The selections were made by a
be sent by each school. Each must study philosophy and theology year.
* Wednesday 23
tfto provide a discussion leader. through a fellowship recently awar All other English courses and committee of presidents, chancel- 7:00 a.m. SCA Communion
ded him by the American Council probably all other tutorials in Eng lorn and deans of colleges and 5:45 Frosh Dinners
lish, will be given as scheduled, ex universities throughout the Unit
Thursday 24
Applications for the positions of Learned Societies.
Mr. Howard Troyer. who is on cept that courses in Nineteenth ed States. President Nathan M. Choir in Neenah
of Ariel editor and
business
Pusey
of
Lawrence
College
is
a
Century
Literature
(English
53.
not
8:15 Lawrence College Theatre -m
Manager will be accepted by leave of absence this year dur
ing tenure of a Ford Fellowship, 54 as at present) will be given in committee member. None of the “Taming of the Shrew” — union
Ralph Anderson until Sunday,
committee members are allowed
Friday 25
April 2f. Letters may be ad will returfi to teaching here in the first semester and Modern Po to speak for or vote on the ap
September. He will not teach a etry (English 66. not 65 as at pres
iESP tea — art center
dressed to him at the Phi Delt
plicants
from
the
institutions
4:00 Composition class rec.
house. They should contain a full schedule, but he will give ent) in the second semester.
English majors are urged to go which they represent.
8:15 Lawrence College'Theatre —
Statement of previous experi the Shakespeare courses (English
The larger universities are allow
ence, other activities and inter 41-42) and at least one other ahead with their program planning ed five applicants, and the smaller “Taming of the Shrew” — union.
course which has not been de and to feel confident that their
ests.
1colleges among which are the
program needs will be met.
finitely determined as yet.

William Chaney
In History Post

Thompson, Gilbert, Brooks,
Beck to Receive Fellowships

Capt. Taplin to Take
Air Force Training

Foundation Grants Lawrence
Quota; Thompson on ACLS

English Department Revises Its
Schedule Due to Faculty Awards

ftudent Delegates
To be Chosen Mon.

ßiU boand

2 Th« Lowr«ntion

Dr. W. F. Read Attends
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Students Present General Recital Ohio Academy Meeting
Science at Kent State
In Peabody Hall, April 23 at 8:15 OfWhen
the more than 1,000 stu

Exam Schedule

On Wednesday evening, April 23
dents and teachers attend the 41st
Gotine gialle ••• ••• ............ Brogi
at 8:19, there will be a general
L i f e .......................................Curran annual meeting of the Ohio Aca
student recital in Peabody Hall.
demy of Science on thé Kent State
Phyllis Thompson, cenftralfto
This is the third of this type oft
University campus this weekend,
Moment Musical, Op. 14, No. 5
student recital, and once again an
Rachmaninoff Dr, William F. Read of the Law
interesting
and varied program
rence Geology department, will be
Carol Cochran, pianist
will be presented. The
students
on
deck for the discussions. He has
were drawn from the studios of A S w a n ...................................Grieg
been
asked to take part in a sym
Mrs. Hoile and Dr.
Waterman, Du
^
ruh
.......Schubert
voice, and Mr. Duncan and Mr. Where blossoms grow . .. .Souci posium on “The Textbook and Its
Place in the Geology Course.” Dr.
Miller, piano.
Rosemary Freeman« mesioFive of the recHaiita are from
Read is a member of the Associa
seprano
from the freobman clnas. They
tion of Geology Teacher«.
are Carol Cochran,
N a o m i Two Sketches, Op. t .........Bartók Nineteen Ohio colleges and un
Brauseh, Phyllis
Thompson,
iversities and 12 out-of-state institu
Portrait of a G irl
Jacqueline King and Beeemary
tions are represented on the roster
See-saw
Freeman. The other two, AUee
of 157 speakers. In addition var
Lalk and Royal Hopkins, are Polonaise in C minor, Op. 40, No. 2 ious state departments, high schools
Chopin and private industries will send
The accompanists for the pro
speakers to the three-day event
Royal Hopkins, pianist
gram are Donna Braeger and Na
dine Eisner.
THAT HANDSOME, CASUAL LOOK
Tanto Sospirero 7
Bencini
Kerry D a n c e ........................Molloy
BEGINS WITH THE HAIR
To the S u n ..........................Curran
Expert iU lrc.t. Gives M

FIm ) examinations befin m Monday, May *6,
Wednesday, June i Except for the place« Indicated in paren
theses below and for *xaarinaUono In Made, which are «Ivon at
tin Conservatory, all examination« will bo given at the Alex
ander Gymnasium on the SOUTH CAMPUS. Morninf sessions
begin at l:M and end at U;M and afternoon aeaaiono begin at
1:M and end at 4:3$.
Monday May 2d —

a.m.’
p.m.
Tuesday,
a.■».
p.m.

Biology 99. Economice ISA, 12B, 12C, 1SD; Economic« M
Freobman Studies, all sections; Pbilooopby 14
May 27 —
English ISA. 1 » . JfC, 12E, UP; English 92
Art 39 (at Worcester Center); Chemistry 22. Drama 12.
Economics 22, Economies 24, English 32, french *2»,
Government 12, Latin 2, Philosophy 99, Phils—phy St,
Physics 2, Psychology 22
Wednesday, May 22 —
a.m. French 12A, 12B, ISC; Germsn SA, SB; German ISA,
ISB; German 22, Government 24
p.m. English 12D, History 22, Latin SS, Mathcmailm SA, SB»
SC; Mathematics IS, Psychology St
Thursday, May St —
Economics 14A, 14B (at Science Hall); Greek 4b Greek
14, Psychology 14A, 14B; Music 43, Music Education 4S
English 54. French SB, Mathomatieo St, Spanish SA, SB;
Spanish ISA, ISB, ISC; Spanish SSA, SSB; Music 4
Friday, May 3t —
Manorial Day; a holiday
Saturday, May 31 —
32, Ecsnsmlas 43, Eiucatisn SS, fngllsh N,
SA. Government 4t, History S, Hlstsry SS,
SS, Phllsssphy IS, Speech S3, Music SA,
SB; Mnsie 34
Anthropology 3«, Biology S4, Chemistry 43, Classics
tS, Economics 43, Education 33, Geology 22, Germsn 22,
History 12, Phyales 53, Psychology IS, Mdfcftc SSA, SSB

Naomi Brausch, soprano

Chi vuol la ungarella . .. Paisiello
Dream S o n g .................Hutchinson
Sequidilla from "Carm en’* ..Bizet
Jacqueline King
Transformation . . . ' .............. Watts

CHOICE LEATHER GOODS
Billfolds
and Luggage

PROP DOWN
For • • •

Economies 3«. English 42, French 23A, Geology 2, His
tory 4, Latin 13, Mathematics 34, Phyales 24, Psychology
24
p.m. Biology 4, Chemistry 12, Economics 72, Mathematiea 44,
Philoaophy IS, Speech 12A (at Main Hall); Music 33A,
32B
Wednesday, June 4 —
a.m. Biology &2. French 42. History 12, Philoeophy 33, Physic*
12, Religion 24, Spanldi 52, Murie Education 22
was a squadron sweetheart at the
AFROTC Military Ball recently.

Miw Carolyn Sue Peterson was
rhoscn secretary of the Student
P.xccutive Council last week by
Dick Olson, president.
Miss Peterson is chairman of the
Standard» committee ol
Delta
C>nmma sorority, was a member of
the Religion in Life committee, and

CONWAY HOTEL BARBER SHOP

Alice Lalk, ptanisft

Anthropology 14A, 14B; Art St (aft Worcester Csnter);
Biology 34, Chemistry 3, Drama 43, Geology 33, History
43, Bellgion 34. Spanlah 43, Music Education 33
Biology 44, Government 43, Greek S4, Italian It, Bellgion
ISA, ISB, ISC; Speech ISB (aft Main Hall)
, June 3 —
Art 3 (aft Worcester Center); Chemistry 33, Drama 33,

Select SEC Secretary

Partita No. II in C minor ...B ach
Sinfonia •
Sarabsnde
Rondeau
Capriccio

129 N. Oneida 8ft.

Pipeeaad Tobacco
Pocket Book*
Magazine;
Candy
Jerry Schleis
Book Store

SUELFLOWS

l§ rW *v

ELM TREE BAKERY

GO by YELLOW

RICHMOND
CLEANERS

308 E. COLLEGE AVE.

€€

America’s Favorite»

Dial

Did 44234

3-4444

I

108 S. Oneida

Dionysius Calo prescribid:

GRADUATES

-MLingle y o u r care« w ith p le a su re
n o w autid tn

it
L e il

D tstich» De M orikus

Make that pleasure an ice-cokl
Coca-Cola and you’ll tip the
scales froir care to cheer.

MEN and WOMEN"

This bonk offers important opportunities to gradu
ates who are willing to concentrate ond earn un
usual rewords.
In view of our policies regarding training, promo
tion, remuneration ond security, you will find a
bonking career with us constructive, challenging
ond satisfying.
Your Placement Director hos informotiorf obout
this bonk, the 25th largest in America.
Any time you ore in Chicogo, we cordially invite
you to come in to see us.

Harris Trust and Savings Bank
115 West Monroe Street
Chicogo 90, Illinois
Bottled ander anthorifty of the COCA-COLA COMPANY by

LA SALLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
S. Main

Oshkooh, Wla.
“Coke" Is a registered trade-mark
tC) 1952 THE COCA-COLA COMPANY

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
9 o. m. to 5 p. m.
Resources $650,000,000

Religious Society of Friends (Quak

Tfi« Lawrentian 3
in national and international
Poll Finds Frosh, Women
AFS Committee ers)
Friday,
April 18, 1952
fields of social acUon. The com
was founded in 1917 to car
work on an assembly line of a fac
Disapprove Classroom Smoking To Visit Campus rymittee
on relief and post-war recon
tory or in the fields of a farm.

(ACP) If you are a freshman
coed, you are the least likely among
students to approve of smoking in
the classroom, according to results
of an Associated Collegiate Press
national poll of students opiniou.
Students in general disapprove of
smoking in the classroom two to
one, but freshmen and women are
much stronger in their disapproval.
Most frequenUy mentioned reason
ot those oppose classroom smoking
is consideration for non-smokers.
“It’s downright irritating to the
people who don’t smoke,1
” declares
a senior coed studying to be a
teacher.
Students across the nation were
asked: In general, do you approve
or disapprove of students smoking
during classroom sessions?
The
results:

1. Approve...........2S per eent
2. Disapprove .... 58 per eent
S. No opinion........S per eent
4. O th e r ................. : 4 per cent

On April 24

Chance to A id M an *
O ffered by Q uakers in
New Student Program

For men the figures are: Approve,
32 per cent; Disapprove, 54 per
cent. For women: Approve, 24 per
Miss Joanne Holden, College Seccent; Disapprove, 65 per cent.
“It’s alright if there’s proper ven retary for the American Friends
tilation,’’ says a student at La Crosse Service committee, will be on the
State College, Wisconsin.
And a coed najoring in physical Lawrence campus on Thursday,
education at Michigan
Teachers! April 24, for personal interviews
College declares, “For safety pur-'and group meetings. Part of the
poses I don't think ft would be' reason fpr her visit is to challenge
wise. It might also make it uncom- j
fortable for non-smokers, although students to evaluate their vacation activities by offering opportun
you can get used to it.”
There is an unmistakable trend ities for service and learning in
toward “approval" from freshman the projects of the American
to graduate students. Here’s the
Friends Service in the United
way it stands:
Dis- States, Mexico and Central Amer
Approve approve ica.
1. Freshmen
25%
657*
Miss Holden’s visit will be of es*
2. Sophomores
28%
58%
pecial interest to foreign students
3. Jnniors
31%
5S%
4. Seniors
34%
55% on campus. She will hold a separ
5. Graduates
42%
48% ate meeting with them at 5:00 p. m.
O lson's Proposal to Set
“There’s
a
time
and
place
for in the music room at the Mem*
Up Student 'P o llin g '
everything,” says a disapproving orial union.
All other students who are inter
Group M ay be Realized freshman at Belleville Junior Col- ested
in the aspects of the Amer
liege, “and the classroom is not one
ican Friends projects may arrange
Dick Olson’s campaign proposal of those places.”
But a senior at Florida State Un to see Miss Holden for private in
to set up a “polling” committee
of classroom terviews by contacting either Miof the SEC m ay be realized at iversity approves
¡smoking and sums up his reasons mi West or Jim Samter.
the meeting next Monday.
'in two words: “I smoke.”
1 The committee represents the
He proposes that this consist of
a member of the committee from
each fraternity house, each floor
of each college dormitory, and a
number from the town students.
The members of the committee
would ask the students’ opinions
on such matters as the proposed
college insurance policy and the
no-car rule.

struction in Europe.
They will discuss problems ot econ
In AFSC projects daring the
omics, history, religion or philos
summer of 1952, ■indents may
help build a clinic or operate a ophy with people from all over
playground or perform some oth the world as they meet in semin
er needed service la a city, town ars and institutes. At the same
or village in this country and In time, they will be living as m em 
Latin America. They may he giv bers of a group with a wide var
en the responsibility to bathe,
feed or supervise the recreation iety of background, Interest and
of people in mental or correc experience. Project members will
tional institutions.
be of different religions, national
Some of the participants will ities and races.

3-6 6 6 6

PMC Elects O fficers
Marion White wilt preside over
the meetings of the PanHelienic
council for the coming academic
year. Her election to this office
was announced recently to sorority
members. Grace Iten will serve as
vice-president, Peggy Rowe as sec
retary, Marion Martin as treasur
er and Bobbie Burns as house
Chairman. Shirley Eilrich is the new
PanHelienic representative to the
LWA council.

Now In Stock
Your Favorite Tim m
On Recofii

Siatgfn 9 fti th e I t « !«
An A m erican I« F«rl*
Quo VswM
s
MGM Albums
As W ell A t Mnny
Others

MEYERSEEGER
MUSIC CO.

A dancing froth of
ruffles on this pale
Nylon Net with match
ing stole. Taffeta slip.

Jtcstf sue from omr Istwlf »elertls» e f
Spri«f-iM t#-SM M i«»er fo rm a it

Long end Short lengths

CHECKER BOARD
LUNCH

Formols — Prange's Second Floor

Ur ac It fell outside and created week-end • few of the todies
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GreeksCrowd Pubs to See
LawrenceMake TV Debut
By JINGO
made possible by a double political
Hope you ell managed to make it down to your favorite bar (TV tieup with the local Olson machine
•quipped, of course) lor the BIG Show last Saturday. Through the
frurata of snow were seen many strange and wonderful things, and, aa and the battered remnants of the
m e of our more observant friends remarked, “It was much better than “Pendergast" Marshall machine.
watching the Bendix go 'round." It really was a good thing iof the Brother Marshall pulled off a
«ehool, tho, and maybe by this time next year we’ll find ourselves at complicated crooked political deal
with Brother Ingersoll, who has
tending ether-wafted classes.
............
Three cheers for a merry Easter — another week-end like last one acquainted himself with the edi
and we’ll be all for enrolling for an indefinite term at Oshkosh. Our tor of the local shee.t in order to
gain his position to deal with the
one consolation is that the quad basements weren’t flooded.
And don’t forget to bring your green eyeshades and marked carda Mink-DiAntoni interests. Therefore,
When you go to the Pan-Hell pasteboard picnic Saturday afternoon. You a penny pitching concession has
may even be able to make enough to cover your next year’s room been established at the brotherhood,
with a wire service to the main
deposit.
. . . .
The sun was shining somewhere when KD Kit Klitzkie and Delta Kenosha office installed by Cole,
Chi Wendell Gooch, Pi Phi Joan Pomainville and Beta Bud da Silva, NiUes and Ruppin.
ADPi Arlene Keller and Sig Ep Tom Roberta, and ADPi Micki HughMr. Ingersoll, local political
aon and Sig Ep Larry Hartney were pinned.
figure, Is thinking about expand
Fhi Kappa Tau •
|
_
ing his sphere of Influence to the
Phi Tau is going social t hi s,
„
1
"¡*
. ..
v
. M Milwaukee area. la d week he
week. W ere .how in, oil Mr,. But-!, 7 1* Herb and the K r .u . have waa seen consorting In the union
ler, our newly-ecqulred hou»emoth-i** * " ®ver
,
°
t with one "Gregory,’* who la be
er. Sunday afternoon. It will prob-fraternity and are | m |
«reat lieved to have several tleupa In
ably be the first tea on the Law- .g.un“-, ” arbs c 1f1‘" 1Jh ^e *
“ ni! the Appleton aa well as the Mil
vencc College campus at which tea that
.
,0 . . / waukee area.
will be served Wc sure are in- P « ^ 1« mlM 1,1 Pl™nin* *ocial •«- It is rumored that John Murdock
£ !!l£ S
r i l .ay
* — will head a bogus firm on Ingersoll's behalf to keep connections
We were s\>cial last weekend too. ,adar*,«.,«
The programs said KB-ADPi, but|
The Oroup
open to all parts of his new venture.
there were more Phi Taus than Beta Theta PI
It will pose under the name of the
anybody. I had an awful time find-1 Last week we were completely Bell Telephone Company, but, in
big an extra pair of black socks foiled, ’ faked out, and
w h a t reality, all important information
to borrow when I discovered mine have you. The item that appear will be delivered by girl motor
ed under our letter head was not cycle drivers along back roads.
were missing.
our work. Someone obviously play
*
•
•
As a result of the corruption In
Prexy Calkins appointed some ed a little "switch the clipboard/' the brotherhood, an evangelist
people to some offices Monday and as a result, we suspect Hans movement has risen up under the
sight. As usual, the vice-president and Fritz of forgery. We apologize co-direction of BUly Graham and
<Win Jones) is pledgemaster, and for OHr conspicuous absence in Jack Zel. Mr. Zel reporta that
the treasurer (Don Randall) is the last three issues, but under the he Is particularly Interested in
ateward. Good luck!
new regime that rode in on the saving such brothers as Hartney,
Capable Tom Krueger it house crest of the Hamar Machine, wej Kimball, Hurlbut, Jorgenson and
manager and also scholarship shall endeavor to have something Reimer, following the assump
chairman. He'll see that the on the stands every Friday morn tion that freshman brothers have
house get« a three-point, even If ing from now on.
not acquired vices to the extent

m*

more slush than we’ve seen for a qUired certain little idiosyneraaiss.
long time. Guess that was thciSi-ter Guer(n has been sporting •
W o n purple Bikini .wlm suit Mr
mush and slush. m
lead in the Aqua-fin ballet.
Arlene and Jane were really her
Sister
Ritter, meanwhile returned
In there on the social end of the with new
style saddle-shoes. Soless!
dance. And can’t you see these Sister Bunks has added to her col
mugs the fellaa get simply ever- lection an ardent admirer from M il
flowing? Must admit they’re waukee—a friend of ye old Brother
Meal for coke drinkers and left Barks. (No $5 fine for you. Em
ever Easter Jelly beana and
my.)
uaed gum wads.
Sisters Droopy Droppers and RotOur alums (the dolls) really paid ty Rahr have a new hope that they
us a nice tribute by presenting us have DELT their cards right.
with some beautiful silver candle Twitch.
sticks. That’s what we get for good
One of the sisters haa discover
scholarship.
•
ed that Feathers are aa effective
We’re having song practice. We aa hankiea. Spring la here, thinga
practice songs. And with that little are “Budding” aren't they ladles?
space filler, I close.
Arf, Arf. Bark, Bark. Let’s give M
Alpha Chi Omega
a check. Another slater haa been
A plague haa struck! It seems seen dragging a shiny new ball
as though nearly half the chapter and chain and la pounding the
is either lost, strayed, or stolen. Wall for amueement. Bridge any
It looks like we're going to have one?
to put out “wanted” ads. On the
Slater Metaler la anxiously ex
other hand, maybe they just got pecting a package. Who done M,
wind of the fact that Pan Hell is Ingr Sisters Dalton and Schlel
about to turn to ashes (who said are dreaming of sparklers for tho
anything about a joke?). Anyway, 4th of July. Who from ladles?
so it would seem to those who were Bolt’s of lightning have been hov
sitting placidly enjoying the smo- ering around Sister J. Arado. How
ky atmosphere and cltekinf knit-!
tim n
,lghtn|n( „trike ill
tin« needle«, when there » « « t h e ..m e place? Complete twiteM
from the murky depths of the hall Sister Atkinson has set up a ne»
» sound somewhat resembling that U ht
MUwaukee
G te tn
of a large spoon colliding with a Bay; non ,, , , An
interested
frying pan.
please contact Brother Melind.
Question marks seemed to flash If any of you ladies are still my

spontaneously in the minds eye and friends come up and gee my etch.
visions including everything from ings.
a new secret weapon to oversized P.S. Extra. Since when did Colo
squirrels running on the roof or nel Wiley receive his M.D.? Quesmouse traps snapping held forth. tion ot the week: How does BrothAnd then as though a bolt from er Lehman occupy his time while
the blue had struck there came a play practice is in session? Bet
glimmer of recognition. Fire Drill! you wish you knew, don’t
yon
Everyone seemed to get the idea Poodles?
at the same time, resulting in a|
W .B .!!??
mad scramble for the stairs. Any- Delta Gamma
thing for variety I always say. | Question of the week: What are
Nothing like standing in the cold your plans for the period between
for what ails your vocal chords. April 18 and June 6?
It seems the folk dancers are
Marilyn Date — Finish my (*»
getting a real workout. Spanish argyle sock.
that upperclassmen have. “Save club Thursday night Is the next
Anne Fellows —- (newly engag
these that can be saved first,” b engagement. Pretty soon we'll ed) — I ’ll never tell.
have to get a booking agent
Delphine Joeras — I ’m not let
his motto.
Suggestion of the week: What (booking that la) Ah well, the ting my books interfere with my
prominent brother will soon be price of fame.
education.
Plans for our cabin party are Marty Schubert — I ’m weaving
pinned?
Question of the week: What fa aleo getting well under way. Te'a stra^ hat go my hair
won’t
mous slayer of deer will be the find time to fit everything seems fade,
to be the Mg problem around this Carol Gode — Reducing diet!
next despot of the kitchen?

the men In It can’t. Rushing
Congratulations to
recently
chairman la Jim Batley, with elected officers; president, John
help (If you can call It that)
Hamar; first vlce-p r es i dent ,
from Don Lundell and Bud Sovi Carl Shields; recorder,
Ryser
et. We didn’t want any pledges Erickson; and Ralph Tippet, aa»eat year anyway.
4 slstant treasurer. Belated cosSocial chairmen will be Stan gratulatlona must also go to Joe
Reiners and O. B. Parrish. Be so “The Little One" Yasutake and
ciable, men. Turn out the lights. Ken “The Angel" Bauske, coDon Capellc and Jim Patterson captain and captain of n e x t Phi Delta Theta
campus about this «time of the Robin McGraw — Find s o m e
are now athletic chairmen. They year’a swimming and wrestling I With the coming of spring, when year but May 4th has been def- Cirulean blue orlon pumps.
will direct our extensive inter- and teams respectively.
young men’s fancies turn to love, inltely set as the date.
Marilyn Sandrock, Mary Forney

Intra-fraternity sports program
George McNeil and Dick Underberg are song and ritual chairmen.
respectively. (Or is it respectfully?) Anyway, they will conduct
songs and rituals with respect,
Tom Wright was elected to SEC,
and Ken Meyer (everybody cheer)
won the job of pounding out this
thing called the Greek column cvery week. The title is editor, if
you please.

Belated vncation report from As- the Phis instead turn to their long
pen, Colorado concerning
Freidl neglected books for they have come
Svoboda, “The Yodeling Bohunk,” to Lawrence to get an education,
who come home with a bright and ]Three _________
illustrious Phis especially
shining leaf signifying his “hard bear this statement out. They are
earned’’ victory over such stellar Mr. Jacobs, Mr. Flom, and Mr.
performers
as
“ Red
Onion” Nelson, who are all finishing their
Purves and “Golden Horn’’ Mere- honor papers at the present time,
dith on the Colorado Slopes. It has They may be seen in action every
been rumored that Boda has order- Saturday evening in the lounge at
ed several bales of straw and will the Good Ship. “Guts” will also be
conduct classes in back of Orms- present preparing his memoirs and
by until May 26.
atlas of trips he has taken to the
Reporta from national Betas various big cities.
Brown, Burkhart. Axelsoa, NeuIt seems that sycophant Cerny is
man, Cllpplnger and their chanf- having a hard time in this rapid
fer, alum Private Bob Schnnpp, moving world. He has found his
have juat arrived concerning bed, but he now needs some sheets
their weekend In Sheboygan, bet to sleep between. Any Lawrentian
ter known as
Rammervllle. who can accommodate him will re
Points of Interest visited on the ceive a large renumeration we are
way were Hooker 8chmldt'e res sure. Anybody who knows the
idence, "Heavy Jlm 'a"
million whereabouts of his two “Black
dollar mansion, and Guts Surf Beauties’* should contact William,
Club In Hlka. Latest communi but please do not bother him in
que states: "Has anyone
time of meditation.

Our protege, Olive, has been _ Find homes for our new Easter
spending some of the happiest days pets,
of her life being outfitted in an en- Sue Wehrs — I simply must get
tinely new wardrobe. The ladies this fan m ail cleared out of the
are really keeping busy with their hall!
needles. Well, nothing like keep-| Carolyn Sue Peterson — Piano
ing things short and sweet for the lessons anyone?/
benefit of the patient readers. Ar- j Peggy Stewart — Take inti oduerivederci!
tory sunbathing.
PI Beta Phi
| Shirley Gebhard — Take a tuSpring has come to the campus torial in sunbathing,
and we Pi Phis have a pinning to! Helen Stansbury — Would
you
Delta Tau Delta
prove it. Very best wishes to our please restate the question?
Well
Group, Wing,
Flight,
sweet Joanie, who was pinned by I Susie Morgan — Learn how to
Squad, Bus Drivers — With the
Bud de Silva. We wonder who'll be fish,
complaints coming in from all annext?? Ladies, watch your diets.;Alpha Delta Pi
gles: left bank, right bank,
and
It looks like the pinned ones will Pinnlngs:
vice and dice, wc thought it was
be bringing enough candy to last Arline Keller to Tom Roberts.
time for the Delts to hit the col
for a year. Of course, we get our Micki Hughson to Larry Hartney
umn.
exercise during fire drills.
Mickey was grieving the loss of
Much has happened in our Ado
Speaking of spring, the bug fer her appendix but Larry came to the
be Hacienda since we last s a w
sunlight has bitten the PI Phis rescue with his golden heart. Ar
and although seme of these red lene also brought the diamond and
J®uGuess you have seen the cxhibfaces were products of the sun heart together on Thursday night
Rionists A.C. out sunning on the
lamp, never let It be said that when Tom became another pinned
roof. The boys thought they would
there’s a pale PI Phi.
man.
beat the Peabody Girls to
t h e Highway &&?’’ P.S. on the
Copies of the picture of the
Everyone had a Happy Easter ex
Alum Marilyn Burkey who left
punch this year.
credits the "Four Freshmen" aa Arcade Glee Clnb are now avail cept the bunny, who plowed through
The Delt Dollies threw a little being the craziest.
able and may be obtained by snow banks. Some found Easter in ’5# to grace the U. of Colorado
party for the guys with rings in Attention bird-watchers: it has sending It cents fer each copy to eggs in their baskets, but Linda is now the head cheeae in Al
their noses last week. After hear- been observed that one Marshall Hans and Frits, who are assist found a beautiful yellow orchid pha Alpha chapter. We wish her
all the luck In her new reign aa
Ing the skit we wonder if anything Pepper has taken a family
of ing Damon and Pythias, who are and Mort found a musical bunny
If anyone wants any news about P***ident out there in those wild
is sacred.
Wrens to roost in his newly-con- assisting Plato Foofus, who is
The pledges and new
actives Rtructed nest and it is available the writer of this column.
the “Nipper Club," just ask little and wooly mountains.
The formal was a huge success.
had a platter party last
Friday for study to anyone interested.
Attention Mr. Willey and Mr. Lily.
and imported some entertainmenti We were all glad to sec “Shady” Horn. What would happen to the! Bridge, anyone? No? Well, see (It looked like an All-College
Dance). Thanks to the K D's who
from the window of Farr’s Melody Phil Bernstein, who took an extra world if country A were to reduce you next week, gang!
helped make so much fun.
Shop. And, like Jack Hoag said, two weeks to finish up his work its imports from country B?
Kappa Alpha Theta
“ Not a dirty word in it." You're on “Cal City Confidential.”
No! Because of many indicators the Seeing as ihis week’s reporter is Late report — Gregory is the hanright, you guessed it, it’s worse word from Jack Stoeffer,
t h e column is short this week, but devoid of all knowledge of the die attached to Buzz’s new bouncing
then the reformation; but we love1 friendly pharmacist from St. Nor- Plato assures all Lawrentians of a outer world, she has gleaned her baby boy. Congrats Buzz and Dutch!
It.
berts college. All for now. cats,' real “sparkler' in the next issue. info from various veritable bears. ! ! I
With Danny Boy planning to va-,will be back again in the craziest Be sure to watch for it.
Hmmmmra?
It seems that over the Easter See ya around! 1
cate 218 S. Lawe next year there manner.
Till then we
remain Kappa Delta
have been numerous positions to yours, man.
With the spring (?) season well
fill in the Delt system,
ranging
The Chinchillas
(?) on its way (?), the old hearts
from Assistant Treasurer to Dog- Sigma Phi Kpsilon
and flowers department is really
clean-up-boy. Dan’s devotion to the The big news of the week is that flourishing among the KD’s. Our
interests of the fraternity and to the “Administration” quickly clear- first thrill was Shirlee Sayner’s
himself will surely be missed in'ed Mink and DiAntoni of any gam- pinning and following her example
for
the days to come. We would like.bling charges. As we predicted last was Kit Klitzkie who took Delta
to take the opportunity to express week, the investigation of their ac- Chi Wendell Gooch’s pin last Fri©ur gratitude to Roto the wonder tivities was a complete whitewash, day night.
b< v and wish him all the luck in with a little soft talk in high places
Saturday night we got together
the world wherever that glistening iby their lawyer. Honest John Hoi- with the A D Pi’s in the union for
With o Convenient Postal Substation
White road may take him;
and lingsworth, doing the trick.
a little formal shindig complete
far Busy Students.
may he know that the brothers ( As a result, they have expanded with stirring music and free punch.
Shall ever be with him as
he their gambling activities to the Ap- The Dancing in the Dark was real222 E. College Ave.
pauses, in some far flung land, to pleton area, using “green shade“ ly romantic because with the lights
brush the dust of travel from tat-.Pirrong as a front man. This was out we could all see the snow bet-

MODERN DRY CLEANERS
QUALITY DRY CLEANING

how diabolical or depraved he may
purchasers were Power Products
Thè Lowrtntion 5
be.
Company of Grafton Wisconsin and
Fridoy, April 18/ 1952
2. There is tremendous power in
the Rufus King High School of Mil
love, nonviolence, and good will
waukee.
seum Collections, of the museum
both to change people and to alter
Deitrich’s painting “The Silhou
of
Modern Art, New York. “The
social situations.
ette Cutter" is part of an exhibition
Silhouette Cutter” was previous*
3. It is more important that we do
of modern art ywhich will be held
ly shown in a one-man show at
good ourselves than that we supress Mr. Tom Dietrich will show two of at the galleries of Werner’s Book
the Worchester Art Center and waa
the evil in others.
his paintings in an exhbition of Store in Chicago from May 12 to
4. It is more important to under
exhibited last fall la the Salon of
stand others than to convince them Wisconsin art which is being held June 6. This show Includes artists Art at the University of Wisconsin.
that we are right.
at the Milwaukee Art Institute from from eighteen mid-western states
A. Watson to Speak
Mary Alice Green who is chair* April 4 until May 11. The show is from the Canadian Border to the On April 23, Dietrich will give a
casein demonstration for the A.A.*
On Pacifist Group
man of the program urges all stu the thirty-eighth annual exhibit of Gulf of Mexico.
The judges for this show will be U.W. of Appleton. Deitrlch'a onedents and faculty to attend any or
A dinner, vespers, square dancing, all parts of SCA night.
Wisconsin Painters and Sculptors Viktor Lowenfeld, chairman of the
man show will be exhibited at the
and a fireside discussion of paciIncorporated. Each artist was al Division of Art Education at Penn
Appleton
YMCA from April 23 unr
fism are to highlight SCA night to
lowed to enter only two pictures sylvania State College and Alfred
J. Barr, Jr., Director of tEe mu- til April 90.
which all students and faculty are
in the showing and both of Deitinvited this Sunday.
rich’s works were purchased. The
The supper will be held at 5:30
orities did not take p a rt SEC will
in the Presbyterian Church base*
notify the commission explaining
ment. Those interested are urged
to sign up on the posters which
SEC voted Monday not to ask the situation.
Most Greek national constitutions
have been placed in the dormitories. fraternities and sororities to reply
After the dinner there will be to a questionnaire dealing with ra contain discriminatory clauses;
singing, a report of this year’s cial and religious prejudices in one of the objectives of the poll
Greek groups.
was
find out how many. One
activities of The Student Christian
The form, circulated by the Sub objection to the survey was the
Association and election of new
commission on Human Relations results could be used for “bad pub
SCA officers. The program will be
of the National Student association, licity” for all secret national so
concluded by a presentation of the
^ a s been condemned by the Na cieties. Some of the facts desired
pacifist position.
As usual, vespers will be at 7:00 tional Pan-Hellenic council, accord were: “methods and techniques in
in the Presbyterian Church. Leaders ing to a sorority representative. rushing and extending bids," total
will be Carolyn Maier and Ted Since a complete survey was de costs to each member, and extent
sired, the SEC felt that it would of national and local approval for
231 L College Ave.
Runyon.
A square dance with Leanne be useless if one or all of the sor- religious and racial discrimination
Atkinson and Kasha Stevens as
callers will be next on the protram and will take place in the
Terrace Room of the Memorial
union at 7:30.
The feature event of the eve*
Hoir Cutting & Styling
^
ning is to be a discussion of pacMoke Pond« Your Heodqworters for
Phene
4-2131
ifism by Mr. Albert Watson who
is Midwest secretary for the
Fellowship of Reconciliation. Mr.
Watson has proven to be quite
popular with the students of
various Midwest colleges to which
— Famous Spalding —
he has been invited to speak and
lead discussion groups in the past.
The FOR, as it Is commonly refered to, bases its philosophy on
-» • Kro-Bot f Kre-FMte • Davit Cep
the four-fold conviction that:
1. Human beings have worth,
• Top Flite • Mercer Beatley
dignity and value. There is “that
of God” in every man, no matter

SCA Night to
Include Varied
Social Programs

Two Dietrich
Paintings in
Exhibition

Greeks Not
To Fill Out
Questionnaire

KOCH...
Photographic Supplies

BUETOW’S Beauty

TENNIS EQUIPMENT

RIVERSIDE
FLORISTS

TENNIS RACKET FRAMES

For The Very

M ARX
Jowelers

• Poncho Gonzales

Finest

SPECIAL While They Lott!

in
Flowers

SPALDING and WILSON

Tennis Rackets

DICK K R U E G E R 3-2234
LES B A D E N O C K 4-2926
BILL C O O L E Y 3-5824

Reg. $20.75

o_________
*^ $10S
5
* W

Check These Voluet!
SPALDING TENNIS RACKETS
FAST PLAY and 8UPERBA

fa m

Fee »lie

f o n t i* S u m m t*

CIGARETTE
LIGHTER

J o u r n a U f a t fo m

8-ply ash and fibre frame. Ny
lon strung. Black grip. Regu-

NEWPORT

COLUMBIA

of your choice

6.50

www

S.96

Multi-ply nylon strung. 9-ply
a^h and fibre frames. Re-in
forced shoulder. Leather grip.
Regular
11.25 ......................

Signature model. Multi-ply ny
lon strung. 9-ply ash and
fibre frame.
Re • inforced
shoulder. Leather
grip. Reg. 12 50 ..

ARDMORE

Rhumba in ease in this cool,
ereaie resistant rayon jacket
roomy and comfortable
as a sport coat. Handsome
•ingle and double breasted
models in frosty white
and rich pastels—a scholarship
winner for style!

'a
r,850...............
value

8-ply ash and fibre frame. Re
inforced shoulder. Fiber seal
ed throat.
7 J 6
Regular 1095

Nylon strung. 8-ply ash and
fibre frame.
Re - inforced
shoulders. Leather grip
Regular 9.50 ...............

P | ¡ ( ) J|

ALL COVRT

Nylon strung. 7-ply ash and
fibre frame. Black grip. Reg.
725
R QC
values ........................ M s ^ W

9.45

FANCHO GONZALES

9.96

SPALDING (Seconds)

TENNIS BALLS.. 3 "1.00

$29.90

We feature o complete line
of Spalding, Wright Ditson,
Wilson and Dunlop Tennis
Bolls.

Expert Tennis Rocket Re-Stringing

IDEAL
PHOTO SHOP

All Rockets Re-Strung with the
Serrano No-Awl Hydraulic Stringer
Silk, Nylon and Gut . . . One Doy Service

P 0 1 SPORT SHOP

Also
Complete
Rental Service

Complete Line of Tennis Accessories:
Shoes, Shorts, Nett, etc.
133 E. COLLEGE AVENUE
DIAL 3-1056

208 E. College Ave.

i
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A. C. Denney Announces
Spring Sports Schedule

Friday, Aprîf 18, 1952

Cindermen Open
Season Sol., April 26
Athletic Director A. C. Denney
announced the Lawrence college
spring sports schedule recently. It
includes varsity events in tennis,
track and golf.
Following tomorrow’s Interfraternity track meet the Blue and
White cindermen will face Central

State College of Stevens Point on
the Lawrence field Saturday April
20; play host to Milwaukee Ex
tension and Michigan Tech in a tri
angular event Saturday, May 3;
travel to the University of Chica
go on Saturday, May 10; travel
to Ripon on Saturday, May 17; and
play host to Oshkosh State on Tues
day, May 20.

JV TennisSquad
Plays 1st Match;
LosestoMenasha
Parker, Posell, Krause
Win; One Match Called
Because of Darkness

Interfraternity Track Meet
Tomorrow at Whiting Field
Several very interesting angles
will focalize in the 1052 Interfraternity track meet to be staged tomor
row afternoon on the Whiting field
•val.
First of all, it will give Art Den*
ay. varsity track coach, an oppor
tunity to see his prospect» for the

plsoe finisher a year ago, looks
like the top ehoiee is the pregraart longest running event.
In the 100 yard low hurdles Har
ry Patten of the Delta and Carl
Stumpf of the Phi Delta, who
wound up second and third last
year, will again battle it out for

Mining seaaon. Since letterman pole :
’
vau Iter Dick Bledsoe and the mem-1 ° ” ° 18
te r . of lu t year*« ch.m,.,on,hip I J 1“ . p h l , D* '“

« •

„

•n»«.country tra.» ar- .hr only <*«">£■<*■ ■»
H ayen r o tr ic t r d fix ..,, H,.- m o rt. * n d
Ï»
competition WÌU br ralrrmrly “ me tc,m wh,ch brou*ht ,h*m the

keen Following tomorrows out 1951 crown.
Double record breaker Dick Loudoor session, the Viking trackmen
gee
is eligible to compete in both
Will have a meet each week until
the broad jump and the pole vault
the end of May.
Then of course, there will be the a*ain ‘his year, but an injury may
•Id interfraternity rivalry bursting aUo keeP h,m on the «M*1»"«forth in the meet Added impetus is took the P°,<f vault with ■ ,e*p of
given this year as the ti-ck event
*n
ant* ^ e broad jump
oould very well determine the in - by going t r i * ’1. Reinicke and Groase
terfraternity Cup titlist. Presently were ri*ht behind Lougee in the
the Phi Delts and the Betas are Pole vault, while Schoenrock placed
aepcrated by a very narrow margin ¡third in the broad jump.
•f points.
I There are no winners back In

Bat If these two factors were
not rnough to build interest in
Mir meet, the spectator is sore to
he drawn oat to wateh the champs
•f Isat year attempt to defend
their titles. In virtually every
avent* experienced personnel will
he fighting with a erop of oatstanding newcomers.

The golf team will also open
their season against Central State
on Saturday, AprU 26. They follow
with a match against Ripon on
Thursday, May 1; play host to M il
waukee Extension and Michigan
Tech in a triangular on Saturday,
May 3; travel to Milwaukee on
Friday May 9 to face Marquette
and to Ripon on Saturday, May
17 to meet Ripon; and then wind
up regular competition against
Oshkosh State on Tuesday, May 20.
The highlight of the whole sea
son for all three squads will come
on Friday and Saturday, May 2324. This will be the annual Mid
west conference meet. It is to be
stsged at Coe college in Cedar Rnpids, Iowa this year.

The Lawrence J V tennis squad
was held to a 3-3 tie by the Men
asha Blue Jay squad in Menasha,
last Tuesday. Only six of the sched
uled seven matches were played;
the remaining one doubles match
was called on account of darkness.
The Vikes got off to a bad start
when number one man John Kiel
lost to Hildebrand 6-2, 0-3; and
number two m an Jerry Hart lost
to Schultz 0-2, 0-3.
The team gathered momentum
at this point and Ken Parker dump
ed Menasha’s Jeffery 0-1, 3-0, 0-3.
Mac Powell then cashed in an easy
win over Gear 0-1, 0-4. Kick Krause
kept in the tradition and beat Wieyear with 77 points to 50 for the land of Menasha 0-3, 0-4.
As the time approached for the
Phi Delts.
doubles matches, it began to get
Doug Robertson, interfraternity dark.
The first match got away
athletic director, will organize the all right for Menasha • and they
meet, which is slated to get un won. Hildebrand and Jeffrey beat
derway at 1:30. It is open to the ing Powell and Parker, 0-4, 7-5.
The second match was a bitterly
public free of charge.
contested affair mostly in semi darkness. J V player’s Keil and
New Bases Enable
Hart lost the first set by a close
9-7 decision and then turned around
Air Training Command
to beat Menasha’s Schultz and Gear
12-10. By then the darkness was
To Enlarge Classes
complete and the match was called.
Two practise matches were also Examing procedures for Aviation
The newly formed Lawrence
Aquafin club, will make its first played to keep things moving along. Cadet applicants with two years of
public appearance at the WRA Menasha’s Erickson defeated Jim college are being streamlined to
Gym Jam Friday, May 0, at the Schilstra 6-1, 4-6, 6-2. Lawrence’s meet the greatly increased need for
Alexander gymnasium. The club, Frank Svoboda bounced right back pilots and aircraft observers. Avail
ability of additional training bases
made up of Lawrence coeds, will with a simple 6-2, 6-3 victory.
for Aviation Cadet courses has also
present a water ballet starting at
enabled the Air Training Command
0:30,
to enlarge the number and size of
According to Carol Duthie, WRA
classes, requiring a larger intake.
vice president, the club perform
Next Tuesday. April 22. the draw
Men with two years of college
ance will be excellent. "We are all
enthusiastic about the show and sheet for WRA tennis singles will work, or more, can now take their
hope everyone will turn out to see be posted in the campus gym with medical examination for flying
it.” she stated. An admission price deadlines for each match marked. training, and complete the aircrew
of 25 cents will be charged for the All participants must meet these classification test battery.
Civilian applicants with the re
deadlines.
ballet.
Saturday will be the last day for quired college work can now re
Other sports featured at the Gym
Jam will be ping pong, hand ball. signing up to play tennip. Posters port in person without appointment
basket ball and volley ball. Bridge have been up in the women’s to any recruiting station or Air
Force Base, complete an application
will also be offered for the less ath- dorms for the past week,
letic. There will be free swimming j The WRA tennis doubles, held form, and receive a cursory physical
after the completion of the w a te r over from last fall, will be played examination. Applicants meeting
show.
¡off this week. There are two re- the basic requirements after a fav
The Gym Jam will last from maining matches in this tourna- orable review of their application
will be furnished Government-paid
7:00 to 10:30.
iment.
transportation to the nearest base
for a thorough physical examin
ation by the base flight surgeon.
All phases of flight training are
open to men who pass these en
trance requirements.

Squadron C steps out in the first drill session'this spring,
held on Park street next to the Memorial chapel. Drill will be
held during regular class periods providing the weather proves
favorable and during the regular Thursday afternoon forma*
tions.

6 of Program's 11Events Should
Feature Defending Champs

The tennis team, which opened
againat the University of Wis
consin Inst Wednesday, will face
Central State here on Saturday,
April 26; Ripon here on Thurs
day, May 1; Marquette In Mil
waukee on Saturday, May 3; the
Milwaukee Extension In Milwau
kee on Friday, May •; Ripon
there on Saturday, May 17; and
Oahkosh State here on Tuesday,
May 20.

Alter Examining
Proceduresfor
Aviation Cadets

New Aquafin Club
Gives Water Ballet
On Friday, May 9

WRA News

‘he high Jump. Freshman Charles Cianeiola, a Beta, has looked
like the top csndidate in early
workouts.
The weights will see Jerry John
son of the Delts ready to defend
his title in the shot, George Oetting, also of the Delts, finished
second in that event a year ago.
Both are expected to receive plen
ty of trouble from Phi Delt BUI
Born, the top shot putter on the
varsity squad last year. Due to a
nlxup in schedules the 12 pound
Hopes for getting on a golf Brown, and Don Zinn, and fresh Need Sports Reporters
shot wau need laat year, hut Coaeh course early this year were great men Luther Dearborn, John PurThere are still openings for sports
Denny aatd the regular college
ves, Ron Kivell, and Corny Young. reporters on the Lawrentian staff
10-pounder would be available for ly dampened by the snow and rain Coach Heselton faces the task of this year. Those interested are asked

Returning Lettermen Bolster
Go If Team as It Nears First Meet

Six of the eleven events on the
program will probably feature de
fending champions. Don Reinicke
of the Phi Delts is back to defend
his 75 yard dash title, but he should
receive plenty of competition from
•evcral of the newcomers.
The 900 yard run shapes up aa
one of the top events on the after
which came with the Easter week choosing six of these men to play to contact Don Carlson or Don Lemnoon program Dick Kuehl of the Don Geldmacher of the
Delts. end. However, Coach Bernie Hesel- in the first dual meet one week ke. or turn their names in at the
Phi Delts won it last year, but he second place winner in the javelin ton's linksmen are continuing to hence. Con Defferding seems to
Lawrentian office.
may be forced to the atdelines with throw a year ago. will have to
work out daily on the football prac-lhave a place sewed up, but could Openings are available to all. re
a leg injury. However. Id Groaeelftght off the threats of Jerry John- tice field. With a break from the be hard pressed by any of the gardless of college class, and regard
Of the Delts, Fred Brendemihl of J»on and Don Beinicke again tomor- weatherman, the golfers should be other candidates if they were to less of experience. Each reporter
the Betas, and Kurt Sc boon rock of ^
Dick Lougee and George Oet- able to play either Riverview become hot.
will be given a story or two a
the Phi Taus—who finished in that ting took third and fourth in the Country Club or the Municipal The schedule follows:
month, so that the load will not
order behind Kuohl-ore all back discuss last season and lead the Course by the middle of next week.
April 30—Wisconsin State College fall too heavily on any single indi
for another crock at the title.
field this year
Con Defferding, who was run of Stevens Point—here
vidual.
Six at ProgruaM Beven Eventa | Among the newcomers who are ner-up for medalist honors in the May 1—Ripon—here
Koehl also toeh the «00 yard run expected to place tomorrow are conference meet last year, is the
May 3—Triangular — Wtaeanain
last year wftth Brande asiat a «loor Don Capelli, Phi Tau hurdler; llone returning letterman. Kerm Extension of Milwaukee and Mich- SEC Elects Delegate
æcond. Boh Z in n rm ss. wke K.en Taylor. Independent d a s h - Knudsen and Dick Malsack are al- Igaa Tech College—here
I Don Matheson was elected by
eracked the throe quarter n iit man; Dwight Peterson and Jerry so returning lettermen from last: May 0—at Marquette
SEC to attend the Wisconsin Conrecord a year ago with a Mom of Dougherty m the dashes;
D o n year’s team, which finished fourth! May 17—ut Ripon
¡ference on Community Youth Par3:30.2 waa a member of the ersss- Lchman ui tlie hurdles. Ralph'in the conference.
| May 30—Oshkosh State Teachers ticipation on April 24-26. Hiis is
eeuntry team thle year and there Johnson
the 000 and Phil Web-j
Newcomers’ trying out for the College«—here
the second of such conferences, and
fore he will i*"t be eligible. Rog er In thr Unee quarter mile.
| squad include junior Bob Strass, ; May 13. 24—Midwest Conference the first a representative from Lawer Kennedy of the Delta, eecend | The Delts won the meet l a s t sophomores Chuck Kubits, Jim .Meet at Coo
Irence has attended.

thoughts, arguments and plots
The Lowrention 7
which can be expressed in lines he French Club to Hold
Friday, April 18, 1952
will annotate and diagram these Annual Spring Banquet
licitor, Margaret Hoyer, secretary
components of the literature. He French Club will have its an
and Merrybelle Kercher, publicity
will then bring together these di nual spring banquet on Thursday,
chairman.
agrams and the corresponding quo
Miss Reynolds herself was ap»
April 24, at Brokaw hall. The time
tations and publish them in book set for it is 6:00 p.m. Two students
pointed on the strength of her earn
- curricular program and schol
(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1) from.
from France who are attending the
Burnett and Reynolds tra
astic achievements. A member of
Mr.
Beck
will
carry
on
his
work
University
of
Madison
will
address
and a letter from the president of
Kappa Alpha Theta, she has served
Choose Committee
the group after dinner.
on SEC and the steering committee
the institution at which he teaches. In Appleton. He plans to write a
A charge of 35 cents will be made
series of critical articles dealing for all students who would like to •Tohn Burnett, retiring LUC chair of the Religion in Life conference
Or. William Gilbert will begin
attend. Sign-up sheets will be avail man, and Jean Reynolds, new She is a Lawrence beauty queen
his work in Appleton this sum with fiction and poetry.
chairman, recently chose the LUC and was a member of the home
Professor Thompson’s grant Is able in the French classrooms.
mer, and in September he will go
board for next year's drive. Dave coming queen's court last fall. Miss
for studies in Philosophy and
to Harvard where he will carry on
Kopplin will serve as solicitor edu Reynolds holde an honors scholastic
Easter, Spring Vacation cator,
Don Matheson as Foreign record and is a member of PI
his study. His first objective is to theology. He will be on leave of
students chairman, John Tatge, Sigma, scholastic and leadership
read widely in the history and absence during the second semest To Coincide Next Year
treasurer, George Oetting, head so- honorary.
In a written reply to the SEC’s
philosophy of the n atu ral sciences, er of next year, but he has not
and study methods in which these as yet decided on where he will request for a holiday on April 12,
the Committee on
go to study.
subjects may be included in the
replied that it was not in favor
The ACLS fellowship is the se hindering the academic program
work of undergraduates not ma
cond post-doctural award made to by an unscheduled holiday at
joring in the natural sciences.
He will oiudy programs in gen Dr. Thompson. Before coming to time.
The note pointed out that next
eral education now in use in col Lawrence he was a Guggenheim year Easter and an appropriate
Fellow for one year. In 1950 he
leges and universities in the Unit
published a book on Erasmus as time for spring vacation will coin
ed States, and he will visit some of a result of research done in his cide.
the schools whose programs he Guggenheim year.
The recipients of the Ford Fel One-Sixth of Students
will study. He will study in par
ticular the program of education lowships for this school year, Dr. Doesn't Make a Quorum
Howard Troyer, professor of En
now In use at Harvard.
glish and Dr. William Riker, as (ACP) "The students of Loyola
The third field of Dr. Gilbert’s sociate professor of Government, proved conclusively that
they
work will deal with current trends will return to their positions on the aren't interested in student gov
in physics curricula in the other Lawrence faculty next fall. Mr. ernment, when exactly 180 staunch
colleges and universities as they Riker is writing a book on gov souls braved the elements to vote
in the constitutional elections last
DICK SWENSON
apply to the liberal arts college ernment. Mr. Troyer is visiting the
leading colleges and universities in week.”
He will also study the recent ad
Phon« 3-5824
the United States, and he is study So said the Los Angelos Loyalvances of the science of physics
ing the programs of education in an. The college has an enrollment
and how these may be brought in
these institutions.
'of about 1,200.
to the Lawrence curriculum.
Mr. Brooka will work at hia
home In Cotuit, Massachusetts.
He plans to publish a booh. In
preparation he will read as wide
ly as possible In selections from
the various Great Books lists and
tbus get a cross section of the
great books lists offered by the
leading universities and colleges.
Far this research he will use the
Harvard University Library.
Then using the major philosophies.
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In a cigarette, taste

raite a

un

makes the difference —
and Luckies taste better!

K®y9*

The difference between “just smoking” and
really enjoying your smoke is the taste of a
cigarette. You can taste the difference in the
smoother, mellower, more enjoyable taste of a
Lucky . . . for two im portant reasons. First,
L.S./M.F.T.—Lucky Strike means fine tobacco
. . . fine, mild tobacco that tastes better. Second,
Luckies are made to taste better ... proved bestmade of all five principal brands. So reach for a
Lucky. Enjoy the cigarette that tastes better!
Be Happy—Go Lucky! Buy a carton todayl

Women's

Rain or
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Assorted pastel and novy
checks, olso plain colors.
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Frontier Fonts
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from the editorial board

lawrence batting 1.000

the tackle
box

by Sanfiah Christian
With all the baby chicks from
As professional ball players come out of winter training and »tep into Easter at last stepped on, starv
the batter*’ box, sports fan* all over the country will keep an eager tab
fed to the cat, or roacted alive
or\ batting averages and box score*. Many Lawrentian* are among ed,
on the Ormsby radiators, the hap
these statistic* gourmands, but this year they have a new record to
less family pup forced to gag
inspect, one of which to be justly proud
down the last
Lawrence is batting 1000 in the academic world.
jelly b e a n s ,
This month Dr. W. Paul Gilbert of the physics department, Mr. War
and all the li-t
ren Beck, professor of English, and Mr. Charles M. Brooks of the art
tie palm cross
atid architecture department, received Ford Foundation Fellowships.
es burned ac
Dr. Craig R. Thompson, professor of English, has been granted a fel
cording to Ec
lowship by the American Council of Learned Societies.
All these
c 1 e c iastical
awards are based on an evaluation of the applicants’ scholarly pursuits
Order of t h e
and academic standing. And the applications run well over 1,000 yearly.
Day 321, t h e
Lawrence's big league batting average is based on the fact that every
and significance
of
member on its faculty who has applied for these awards was chosen excitement
by the committee. This year three picked up the bat and hit homers. New Wardrobe Day is once again
Last year the two who tried it. Dr. William Riker and Dr. Howard laid to rest in the nebulous
re
Troyer, came through royally for their teammates.
cesses of what we jokingly refer
In view of the many applicants for the Ford Foundation and ACLS to as our minds; and we can con
•wards, the Lawrence men have made an outstanding record. It is with centrate on the pleasing debauch
deep pride and great joy that we examine the standings.
ery of spring fever. . .1 hope.
Whack it over the fence, gentlemen!
Re: Spring — Ah, what’s the
''Sometimes I don't think the foculty realizes how hard we
•
use; I give upl This last delay
try
to study/'
from the editorial board
ing action of Winter was
only
two days long, but what a two. • •
As is my wont on Easter morning,
I looked up my tennis racket, slip
ped into my golashes and
long
johns, and went to pick up friend
Each year many students transfer from Lawrence because they want
BY BOB SONKOWSKY
does the same mi the other side.
to become primary teachers, yet every year many Lawrence gradu Harris for a game. After foraging Certain sensitivities arrive with Do not often take your eyes
ates are placed in primary teaching positions in Illinois and, also, in through the drifts and admiring
Wisconsin. Illinois, including the city of Chcago, will take as primary the delicate lacework in the glis this season. One of these is univer from her.
teaclicrs Lawrence graduates with their secondary teaching certificate. In tening branches of the frosted- sally recognized for its inseparabi
If a piece of lint falls on her
Wisconsin, a few courses at summer school after graduation will enable cookie trees, I found that C h a n lity from living matter. However, sweater, brush it off. If none falls
had taken one look at how the icy
one to teach primary grades the next fall.
There is a great need for primary teachers now. However, when the fingers of the bushes were crack what the world does not under there, brush it off anyhow. Smile
esent large number of students moves into junior high and high ing their knuckles in the wind, and stand about it is that it has pro when she smiles. Frown when she
School, a Lawrence graduate will also have a secondary education cer had rolled back into bed
until found possibilities — not only for does. Always effect the utmost en
tificate, and will not be out of a job.
church time.
the
individual
but hiitorically. chantment with her. Admire this
Those interested in primary education take their practise teaching in
For all that, I noticed the spring
Appleton elementaly school*, which are very foreward looking in their swallows are back — at least at Some rude skill in using it and and that in her beauty. Here too
methods. Moat important, a Lawrence graduate will have the back Bill’s and the Super - Burger. knowlege of It 1* inherent. But this another device may be brought to
ground of a liberal art* school, not Just the technical skills of a primary There’s an interesting story con is not enough you are
wasting play to bring sure victory; Just as
teacher.
nected with the last place. • .1 your time; and your lives and ed drunkenness makes an unsightli
Think twice before transferring.
understand that originally, the pro
ness, so can feigned inebriation
prietors had planned a Chinese ucations and religions are not com bring about a subtle progress. This
from the editorial board
restaurant, but when they named plete without endeavoring in it as way you may move and speak free
it the “Super Mien" some comic- a discipline of disAplines *nd as ly, exaggerating what otherwise,
the art of arts.
strip artist threatened to sue.
lest its seriousness be questioned,
Another sign that spring is los “The Art of Love” is the final would be subdued.
ing its battle for that extra forty and only integrator for ones life
For women, no time Is better
There mu*t be some truth in the a quagmire. Sensibly enough one
<or forty weeks) and
will and education and religion. The than aow to obtala yoar lovers.
wounds
and
fragments
of
existence
adajie that the grass is greener on draws his feet out only to see with SOon show up. is the little-boys-blue
patch and piece themselves with First consult yoar mirror, mak
«hi other side of the fence Cer- dUmay that the green carpel ianl resuming their verbal math classing adjastments of all kinds ap
.
beautiful anymore; somehow its sur- eg. How ecstatic a sensation it is the directed application of love’s propriate to yoa. Has not oar eltainly there s no other reason for i-ce haa b^om e marred with ugly to see row on row of brightly uni panacea» Lot love ha instructed and
vlUsatlon come ap from the rade
people’s eagerness to frolic in the gashes.
formed, hard-bitten young
men its benefits broadcast to all man and rastic Into Its present tastenewly laid plot* of grass abound the The moral of this fairy tale should crunching along a road; their jaw kind, then all who are caught in
fal era? Carry oat your art to
««lion. It seems this soft, lush be clear. The school expends much firmly set, eyes grim and confi the swirling debris of the prevail fine points, tik e care how yoa
ing
philosophy
will
find
peace
of
greenness is so inviting that some effort and money in landscaping our dent!. .And how stirring to hear
show yoar teeth whea yoa smile.
•ven tear out the fences to reach union, and yet we seepi to take de- their crisp, bdld battle-cry, uttered mind.
In the pages of “Ars Amatoria” Temper laaghter, opening yoar
It.
Ilight in destroying this work. Take in perfect cadence: "One, T w o ,
or “The Art of Love” , the Man mouth only a little. Use yoar
It's most disillusioning, however.'a look at the lawn around the un-jThree — Bduh — F our!"
Ovidius
Naso, having lived on voice to gain. It Is an insinuating
•nee on the other side of the fence ion walk next time, and perhaps On the topic of Air Forces, did
thing. It haa aaved maay a
When one’s feet aren’t cushioned by you’ll know, without being told, to you know that the European Air earth 2000 years ago a great woman lacking beaaty.
teacher,
has
left
us
his
teachings.
Force buildings are nearing com
inviting grass — they’re sucked into ¡—keep off the grass!
If you do not know how to play
pletion in historic old Fountenbleu The unfortunate language in which with skill, you are impossible. So
Forest? There are two reasons be he wrote renders his poetry un often during play does love get its
hind the selection of the
s i t e : intelligible to the modern reader. start. . .At bridge think always to
First, since human carnage
ha* The following is in part a trans charm so that concentration
on
come to be a fine and honorable lation. and in part an imposed in the cards does not cause you to
art, it was thought a nice touch to terpretation of his message as it forget. Remember too, even when
9 * INGERSOLL
jaagarated next January, (hr c«M combine it with more ancient and pertains to the modern reader.
First, gentlemen, you must se you are not intentionally hunting,
l-*a»t Tuesday's Eisenhower vie-1war will still be with as. with all outmoded forms of art; and sec
lect her «to whom you can say the best game is often in the vi
ond,
the
various
out-bulldings
can
lory in New Jersey is cheering the domestic and foreign problems
cinity.
be constructed of the same stones “You are the only one for me.*'
After you have slowly limited
lews for Republican liberals every that eaUUs. What can we hope for as the castle — and warriors have Selecting is very opportune in
him to your possession,
adopt
where. It prompts yours truly to I« place ef the moral flabbiness, always enjoyed having rocks
in places widely attended by the sharper devices. Let him suspect,
public and where there is free
00 out on a limb again and pre the spiritual void that Tnunaa's their head*.
only suspect, a rival. Rekindle his
Here'* yoar thoaght for the dom to move and visit among state by shutting him out for •
dict that the politicians at the Chi- leadership haa provided, and In
whom
you
please.
Surely
you
can
eago convention will chodse some stead of the eringing despair and day: If yoar ship ever conies 1«, find one among so many fair time. The master himself confess
Uncle Sam will dock it far you.
es, “Non nisi laesus am o," not un
one who can win. rather than the antequated formal! of Taft?
Poor Old Uncle Sam — he’s at- who, chatting prettily even as less mistreated do I love.
they
leave
a
place
or
across
the
nominee closest to their hearts. I think we can expect more ef waya getting It from somewhere.
These then, my friends,
are
tables when at cards, seems a
Vep. I think Eisenhower will be fective policy, more coherent pro A abort time ago, three mask creature worthy of your ardour. some of the keys to integrity. But,
the July nominee and the Novem grams in foreign affairs. Not an ed men Boarded the aircraft car
Be confident that you are cap I regret, the usual lament-for-therier “Midway** aa she lay off the
ber victor.
end to the cold war, bat better French Riviera and broke ap n able of connquering all women. ideal here too is pertinent. T h e
Though ’tis a consummation de management of oar end of the rather large crap game. When For all women, whatever they only thing wrong with this is that
yield or whatever they withold, it has never been tried!
voutly to be wished, there is some- straggle. I think we can expect an the gunmen “faded” with over yet they are glad to be asked
•lin g to be said in criticism of e®d to most sf the chiseling, the 13.000 In beta, the Nary got n for.
i
little aaeaay aboat the security
Nevertheless, something more
••m e of the Eisenhower adherents, mink coats scandals and inflaeace of the Sixth Fleet.
confidence is needed. (Money
.
...
.
âftoong some of the general’s ad- peddling which have so lowered Whatsamatta with the Independ than
i
, .. . . _____.__.
P a k liib tJ every week daring Ike eeli* all right but Ovid speaks to the
yM r except vtctlUm by tke U«re«<
•tiiers, there Is an hysterical el- goveramont’a prestige and effec- ent Men — don’t they like soft
poor.) This ha* particularly great tian BearS ef Central ef Lawrence ealfment which considers him a won- tiveneaa. I think we can anticipate ball? The list of names is notably power if you would . achieve a lege, Appleten, Wisconsin.
Entered »a le c w l elaa* matter, Septem
nameless, I list. Glad to withdraw
doi worker, who. by the wave of a leadership more capable of Inwholeness within yourself. God— ber N . ISIS, »I tke paat affiee at Appleif it will help; after all. I ’ve been
it is expedient that one should ex ten, Wisconsin. ander tke act af Marek
Ms hand, can clear away the de
the c n it a . M , .n d »crt- ba» in" ‘ aroGnd’ for years.
S, 1*1». Printed ky the rest Publishing
bris of the Truman administration, flee of the American people la the Several folk mentioned enjoying ist. and so let us accept him. You company, Appleten. Wlaeanaln. Subserlpmay call him to witness any num  Men ratea are S9.SS per year, fl.tS per
the twist on ambiguous writing that ber of holy promises: promises at aewester.
•nd the cold war and inaugurate troabled years ahead.
appeared
here
a
bit
ago,
so
here's
e « era of unprecedented peace and It must be remembered that Ike
tract the fair. You see how a ves- Editor-in-chief........................ Lyna Casper
Pkene S-S7M
is Just one man—an able one, yes, another example. No literary work pers-date integrates religion and
prosperity.
Baslness manager............ ......... Mary Kay
is
immune
to
them,
it
seems.
This kind of‘ silly. unrealistic but a magician, no. The American
life.
Phene S-S7M
While doing research on a phU« I n k in , only ItMU to d « .h « l | » p « .
„ mu„ come
,he
„
Love in Its youth may be
DEPABTMENT HEADS
os-eefv
paper
recently,
my
eyes
strengthened by habit. Always be Acting managing editor....... D eig Beimer
oak disillusionment. In fact. this ,.
fell from the dust be-labored
haul neu« manager. Glenn Pirraag
before her eyes and, alwaya let Assistant
co-editors.Don Carlson, Dan Lemke
ofthere
the library
page 246
nd or fatuous, blind hero worship moldings
on
is no toshort
cut, her be hearing your voice. At Sport»
I dangerous in a democracy.
Featare editor..............Mary Ann Starka
no panaceaHard
for the
crisesintelli
of ourof the Encyclopedia Britannica
Though Elsenhower ahoald be In- civilization.
tend upon her inexorably. At the Greek co-editors.Jill Maare, la a Sckroeder
work,
edltar.............S te v e Basch
(Vol. 7. 1946). The page had refer
bridge table sit very close so that Conservatory
Headline editor.............. raata Bendenkack
gence and sacrifice will be needed ence to Rene Descartes, a French
you are touching her — at the Clrealatian manager................. Caral Gade
man who’s name means “Ralnysame time watch that no one else Editorial Board.........Cynthia Parker, TeS
The cadet corpa of the Law in great abundaned.
Hill, Jim Samler, Barbara Spaniel,
Though we must reject naive day Charts” (a nickname he earn
rence college unit of the AF
a
certain Helene who. in 1635. bore
John Taire, Marcare! Hoyer, Peggy
fltOTC will be required to wear ¡turning to the past exemplified by ed by weathering the storms of
« . ^ ‘ Í.V ÍÚ t a M M
>their uniforms to all scheduled Taft and the sloppy mediocrity re wrath that his contemporaries him a child, which wm christened
the editar.
Olasaes. Shoald the weather presented by Truman, we our showered on him for hla slicker Francine Descartes, and died at the
#rove favorable, drilling will be selves will have to pull much of way off dealing with be-clouded age of five.'* Assumedly. Decartes Board ef c e n t r a l... Mr. Harlan* §.
sadly buried his child bride and sent,
K,rk>
An"«
Janes, Mr. Marthe load, albeit with a better wagon issues).
executed.
skall Halbert, tke editar and knsiness
4 I quote; “here apparently he met Francine to an orphangc.
master holding the reins.
*
au
taiiager.

think before transferring

around lunchtime

keep off the grass!

bywords
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